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Abstract
We describe Appraise, an open-source toolkit supporting manual evaluation of machine

translation output. The system allows to collect human judgments on translation output, im-
plementing annotation tasks such as 1) quality checking, 2) translation ranking, 3) error classi-
fication, and 4) manual post-editing. It features an extensible, XML-based format for import/
export and can easily be adapted to new annotation tasks. The current version of Appraise
also includes automatic computation of inter-annotator agreements allowing quick access to
evaluation results. Appraise is actively developed and used in several MT projects.

1. Introduction

Evaluation of Machine Translation (MT) output to assess translation quality is a
difficult task. There exist automatic metrics such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) or
Meteor (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011) which are widely used in minimum error rate
training (Och, 2003) for tuning of MT systems and as evaluation metric for shared
tasks such as, e.g., theWorkshop on Statistical Machine Translation (WMT) (Callison-
Burch et al., 2012). Themain problem in designing automatic qualitymetrics forMT is
to achieve a high correlation with human judgments on the same translation output.
While current metrics show promising performance in this respect, manual inspec-
tion and evaluation of MT results is still equally important as it allows for a more
targeted and detailed analysis of the given translation output. The manual analysis
of a given, machine translated text is a time-consuming and laborious process; it in-
volves training of annotators, requires detailed and clear-cut annotation guidelines,
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Figure 1. Front page

and—last but not least—an annotation software that allows annotators to get their job
done quickly and efficiently.

In this paper, we describe Appraise, an open-source tool that allows to perform
manual evaluation of Machine Translation output. Appraise can be used to collect
human judgments on translation output, implementing several annotation tasks. We
will describe the tool in more detail on the following pages. The remainder of this
paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives some further motivation concerning
the development of the tool before we describe the system in more detail in Section 3
and highlight the various annotation tasks we implemented in Section 4. We explain
the installation requirements in Section 5 and give some quick usage instructions in
Section 6. Finally, we describe several experiments where Appraise has proven useful
(see Section 7) and give some concluding remarks in Section 8.

2. Motivation

As we have mentioned before, the collection of manual judgments on machine
translation output is a tedious task; this holds for simple tasks such as translation
ranking but also for more complex challenges like word-level error analysis or post-
editing of translation output. Annotators tend to lose focus after several sentences,
resulting in reduced intra-annotator agreement and increased annotation time. In
our experience with manual evaluation campaigns it has shown that a well-designed
annotation tool can help to overcome these issues.

Development of the Appraise software package started back in 2009 as part of the
EuroMatrixPlus project where the tool was used to quickly compare different sets of
candidate translations fromour hybridmachine translation engine to get an indication
whether our system improved or degraded in terms of translation quality. A first
version of Appraise was released and described by Federmann (2010).
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Figure 2. Individual task status

3. System Description

In a nutshell, Appraise is an open-source tool for manual evaluation of machine
translation output. It allows to collect human judgments on given translation output,
implementing annotation tasks such as (but not limited to):

- translation quality checking;
- ranking of translations;
- error classification;
- manual post-editing.

We will provide a more detailed discussion of these tasks in Section 4.
The software features an extensible XML import/output format and can easily

be adapted to new annotation tasks. An example of this XML format is depicted in
Figure 5. The software also includes automatic computation of inter-annotator agree-
ment scores, allowing quick access to evaluation results. A screenshot of the task
status view is shown in Figure 2. We currently support computation of the following
inter-annotator agreement scores:

- Krippendorff’s α as described by Krippendorff (2004);
- Fleiss’ κ as published in Fleiss (1971), extending work from Cohen (1960);
- Bennett, Alpert, and Goldstein’s S as defined in Bennett et al. (1954);
- Scott’s π as introduced in Scott (1955).
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Figure 3. 3-way ranking task

Agreement computation relies on code from the NLTK project (Bird et al., 2009). Ad-
ditional agreement metrics can be added easily; the visualisation of agreement scores
or other annotation results can be adapted to best match the corresponding annota-
tion task design.

Appraise has been implemented using the Python-based Django web framework1
which takes care of low-level tasks such as “HTTP handling”, database modeling,
and object-relational mapping. Figures 1–4 show several screenshots of the Appraise
interface. We used Twitter’s Bootstrap2 as basis for the design of the application and
implemented it using long-standing and well-established open-source software with
large communities supporting them in the hope that thiswill also benefit theAppraise
software package in the long run.

In the same spirit, we have opened up Appraise development and released the
source code onGitHub at https://github.com/cfedermann/Appraise. Anybodywith
a free GitHub account may fork the project and create an own version of the soft-
ware. Due to the flexibility of the git source code management system, it is easy to
re-integrate external changes into the master repository, allowing other developers
to feed back bug fixes and new features, thus improving and extending the original
software. Appraise is available under an open, BSD-style license.3

1See http://www.djangoproject.com/ for more information
2Available from http://twitter.github.com/bootstrap/
3See https://raw.github.com/cfedermann/Appraise/master/appraise/LICENSE
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Figure 4. Error classification task

4. Annotation Tasks

We have developed several annotation tasks which are useful for MT evaluation.
All of these have been tested and used during the experiments described in Section 7.
The following task types are available for the GitHub version of Appraise:

1. Ranking The annotator is shown 1) the source sentence and 2) several (n ≥ 2)
candidate translations. It is also possible to additionally present the reference
translation. Wherever available, one sentence of left/right context is displayed
to support the annotator during the ranking process.

We also have implemented a special 3-way ranking task which works for pairs of
candidate translations and gives the annotator an intuitive interface for quick
A > B, A = B, or A < B classification. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the 3-way
ranking interface.

2. Error Classification The annotator sees 1) the source (or target) sentence and 2)
a candidate translation which has to be inspected wrt. errors contained in the
translation output. We use a refined version of the classification described in
(Vilar et al., 2006). Error annotation is possible on the sentence level as well as
for individual words. The annotator can choose to skip translations containing
“too many errors” and is able to differentiate between “minor” and “severe” er-
rors. Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the error classification interface.
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3. Quality Estimation The annotator is given 1) the source sentence and 2) one
candidate translation which has to be classified as Acceptable, Can easily be fixed,
orNone of both. We also show the reference sentence and again present left/right
context if available. This task can be used to get a quick estimate on the accept-
ability of a set of translations.

4. Post-editing The annotator is shown 1) the source sentence including left/right
context wherever available and 2) one or several candidate translation. The task
is defined as choosing the translation which is “easiest to post-edit” and then
performing the post-editing operation on the selected translation.

In some of our experiments with Appraise, we found that annotators did not
necessarily choose the overall best candidate translation for post-editing but
often selected worse translations which, however, could be post-edited more
quickly. Our findings are summarised in Avramidis et al. (2012).

5. Installation Requirements

Appraise requires Python 2.7.x and Django 1.4.x to be installed on the deployment
machine. You can install Python using the following commands:� �

$ wget ht tp ://www. python . org/f tp/python /2 .7 .3/ Python−2 . 7 . 3 . tgz
$ t a r xzf Python−2 . 7 . 3 . tgz
$ cd Python−2.7.3
$ ./ conf igure && make && make i n s t a l l� �
After having set up Python, you have to download, extract, and install the Django

web framework. This will be installed into the site-packages folder that belongs to
the python binary used to start setup.py. Run the following commands:� �

$ wget d jangopro jec t . com/download/1.4/ t a r b a l l / −O Django−1 . 4 . 1 . t a r . gz
$ t a r xzvf Django−1 . 4 . 1 . t a r . gz
$ cd Django−1.4.1
$ python2 . 7 setup . py i n s t a l l� �

Note: on Mac OS X, you can also use MacPorts4 to install Python and Django,
simplifying the whole installation procedure to a single command:� �

$ sudo port i n s t a l l py27−django� �
Finally, you have to create a local copy of the Appraise source code package which

is available from GitHub. In git terminology, you have to “clone” Appraise. You can
do so as follows (change Appraise-Software to any other folder name you like):

4Available from http://www.macports.org/
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� �
$ g i t c lone g i t :// github . com/cfedermann/Appraise . g i t Appraise−Software
Cloning in to ’ Appraise−Software ’ . . .
…
$ cd Appraise−Software� �

Congratulations! You have just installed Appraise on your local machine.

6. Usage Instructions

Assuming you have already installed Python and Django, and have cloned a local
copy of Appraise, you can setup the SQLite database and subsequently start up the
server using the following commands:� �

$ cd Appraise−Software/appraise
$ python manage . py syncdb
…� �
When askedwhether youwant to create a super user account, reply yes and create

such an account; this will be the administrative user having all permissions.� �
$ python manage . py runserver
Val idat ing models . . .

0 e r ro r s found
Django vers ion 1 . 4 . 1 , using s e t t i n g s ’ appraise . s e t t i ng s ’
Development server i s running at ht tp ://127 . 0 . 0 . 1 : 8 0 00/
Quit the server with CONTROL−C.� �

You should be greeted with the output shown above in your terminal. In case
of any errors during startup, these will be reported instead and, depending on the
severity of the problem, Django will refuse to launch Appraise. Point your browser
to http://127.0.0.1:8000/appraise/ and check if you can see the Appraise front
page, which looks similar to the screenshot depicted in Figure 1.

New user accounts can be created inside Django’s administration backend. You
have to login and access http://127.0.0.1:8000/appraise/admin/auth/user/add/
for user administration. Evaluation tasks are created in the administration backend at
http://127.0.0.1:8000/appraise/admin/evaluation/evaluationtask/add/. You
need an XML file in proper format to upload a task; an example file can be found
inside examples/sample-ranking-task.xml within the Appraise package.

7. Experiments

7.1. Appraise in EuroMatrixPlus

As mentioned earlier in this article, we have created Appraise to support research
work on hybrid machine translation, especially during the EuroMatrixPlus project.
This is described in (Federmann et al., 2009, 2010; Federmann and Hunsicker, 2011;
Hunsicker et al., 2012).
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7.2. Appraise in taraXÜ

We have also used Appraise in the taraXÜ project, conducting several large anno-
tation campaigns involving professional translators and language service providers.
Results from this research work are summarised in (Avramidis et al., 2012).

7.3. Appraise in T4ME

In the T4MEproject, we investigate howhybridmachine translation can be changed
towards optimal selection from the given candidate translations. Part of the experi-
mental setup is a shared task (ML4HMT) in which participants have to implement
this optimal choice step. We used Appraise to assess the translation quality of the
resulting systems. This is described in (Federmann, 2011; Federmann et al., 2012a,b).

Appraise has also beenused in research related to the creation of standalone hybrid
machine translation approaches. Related work is published as (Federmann, 2012).

7.4. Appraise in MONNET

We also used Appraise in the context of terminology translation for the business
domain. These experiments are conducted as part of the MONNET project and are
presented in (Arcan et al., 2012).

8. Conclusion and Outlook

We have described Appraise, an open-source tool for manual evaluation of ma-
chine translation output, implementing various annotation tasks such as ranking or
error classification. We provided detailed instructions on the installation and setup of
the tool and gave some brief introduction to its usage. Also, we reported on research
work for which different versions of Appraise have been used, feeding back into the
tool’s development.

Maintenance and development efforts of the Appraise software package are on-
going. By publicly releasing the tool on GitHub, we hope to attract both new users
and new developers to further extend and improve it. Future modifications will fo-
cus on new annotation tasks and a more accessible administration structure for large
numbers of tasks. Last but not least, we intend to incorporate detailed visualisation
of annotation results into Appraise.
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� �
<se t id=” spiege l −20120210” source−language=”ger” ta rge t−language=”eng”>

<seg id=”1” doc−id=”source−t e x t . de . t x t ”>
<source>In der syr i schen Stadt Aleppo sind nach s t a a t l i c h en Angaben

mehrere grosse Sprengsätze deton ier t , o f fenbar vor zwei Einrichtungen
der S i c h e r h e i t s k r ä f t e . </source>

< t r an s l a t i on system=”google”>In the Syrian c i t y of Aleppo a f t e r
government data seve ra l l a rge bombs are detonated , apparently , two
i n s t i t u t i o n s of the s e cu r i t y fo r c e s . </ t r an s l a t i o n>

< t r an s l a t i on system=”bing”>In Aleppo , Syria , Syrian severa l l a rge
explos ive devices are detonates according to Sta te , apparently before
two i n s t a l l a t i o n s of the s e cu r i t y fo r c e s . </ t r an s l a t i on>

< t r an s l a t i on system=”yahoo”>In the Syrian c i t y Aleppo detonated according
to na t iona l i n s t r u c t i on s seve ra l l a rge explos ive devices , obviously

before two mechanisms of the s e cu r i t y fo r c e s . </ t r an s l a t i on>
</seg>
…

</se t>� �
Figure 5. Excerpt of sample import XML for an Appraise ranking task. For consistency

and ease of use, the same format is used for all annotation tasks. The full file is
available as examples/sample-ranking-task.xml from the Appraise software

package.
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